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QUESTION 1

A developer is writing code that requires making callouts to an external web service. Which scenario necessitates that
the callout be made in an @future method? 

A. The callouts will be made in an Apex Test class. 

B. The callouts will be made in an Apex Trigger. 

C. The callout could take longer than 60 seconds to complete. 

D. over 10 callouts will be made in a single transaction. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Consider the controller code above that is called from a Lightning component and returns data wrapped in a class. 

Consider the controller code above that is called from a Lightning component and returns data wrapped in a class. 

The developer verified that the Queries return a single record each and there is error handing in the Lightning
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component, but the component is not getting anything back when calling the controller getSomeData(). 

What is wrong? 

A. The member\\'s Name and Option of the class MyDataWrapper should be annotated with @AuraEnabled too. 

B. The member\\'s Name and Option should not be declared public. 

C. The member\\'s Name and Option should not have getter and setter. 

D. Instances of Apex classes such as MyDataWrapper cannot be returned to a Lightning component. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A developer is creating a Lightning web component that contains a child component. The property stage is being
passed from the parent to the child. The public property is changing, but the setOppList function is not being invoked. 

What should the developer change to allow this? 

A. Move the logic from connectedCalIback() to constructor(). 

B. Create a custom event from the parent component to set the property. 

C. Move the logic from connectedCallback() nto renderedCallback(). 

D. Move the logic to a getter/setter pair. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement is true regarding savepoints? 

A. Savepoints are not limited by DML statement governor limits 

B. You can roll back to any savepoint variable created In any order 

C. Static variables are not reverted during a rollback. 

D. Reference to savepoints can cross trigger invocations. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A company has a Request__c object that has a lookup to the Opportunity object and a custom field. 

Status__c, with values of Open,\\' Closed, and Invalid.\\' An Opportunity should not be allowed to be deleted if there are
any Request__c records related to it that have a Status__c value of Open or \\'Closed.\\' what is the optimal way to
enforce the 

requirement to prevent deletion? 

A. A Process on Request__c 

B. A Process on Opportunity 

C. An Apex Trigger on Opportunity 

D. An Apex Trigger on Request__c 

Correct Answer: C 
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